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About This Game

Colored blocks fall, and they keep falling. You rotate them, and drop them. Faster and faster you align the pieces, creating links
of matching color, filling in gaps. Yo 5d3b920ae0
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Columns with a sci-fi theme. Great puzzler; you can play for hours, or for 10 minutes. Has plenty of replayability, just depends
on your attention span. The connections over columns and the power ups add a cool dynamic. Overall - A must buy for puzzler
fans.. hey we should code an entire versus mode in our game and then make it not have online capabilities, because everyone has
friends who love weird tetris knockoffs and playing them on the same keyboard on my laptop while i'm stuck in a hotel room all
alone because the train got delayed and i just wanted to play some damn tetris anyway the game is pretty fun but it has
u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 multiplayer and the ai's stupid 7/10. A very nice tertis kind of game.. This game made my
brain full. I feeds my hunger, once again! Something to make my brain u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665. Oh yes. Giggity..
Nice Tetris like game. Thumb up. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vueIPFAwoyw. I really wanted to like this game, but I'm
partially colourblind, and there are far too many similar colours for me to be able to easily differentiate between them, making
the game essentially unplayable :-(. It's really quite good - sort-of Tetris but really not Tetris. It has a load of game modes and
plenty of hooks - it has that "nearly dead and rescued at the last second" thing which Tetris was brilliant at Highly
Recommended p.s.. Fun tetris-type game, but as with most games like this, after a couple of hours it gets repetitive. Good in
short sessions and hunting for cheevos nonetheless.. lovely game i enjoy playing it with my family and thx for linux support :).
What can I say - it's Tetris with Lasers :) If you remember back with a whistful smile to the time you plaed Tetris on your
computer. then your first sight of this game should bring all those fond memories flooding back. This game is ideal if you have
10 to 15 minutes to kill and you just wnat to chill out for a bit. With various games modes like "Endless", "Race", "Mission" and
Time Trial", Anode will be sure to keep you entertained. So go on, grab it now .
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